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...AND Kyroot said;

What can I say? ^ . ,
What irrelevant comment can I make to preface, or
excuse this again?

Oh, no matter, its more UFN's

to the rescue.

(And YOU didn't even know

any danger was

at hand.)
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Never get too expectant over the possibility of "soul searching"
until you're sure of actually having something to "rummage" thru.

Never, whilst "wiling away the hours" with a rabbi's daughter
confuse foreplay for foreskin. '

Never forget that those who tell you that you're "too smart for your
own good" really mean that in the instant circumstances you
were too smart for THEIR own good.

Never back into the bar during "happy hour" at a convention of
proctologists.

Never forget the potential savings in always "bad mouthing" stuff
you don't have, and things you can't do.

Never make "long range plans" if you're going for sentencing
before a judge whose brother is in the rope business.

Never Discourage others from doing things you'Id never do — why bother.

Never "wax your thighs" during an afternoon electrical storm.

Never use the term "bowling balls" in reference to a nomads gonads

Never forget that if you ask a "close friend" to "correct you" when
you need it, that they will ever forget to do so, (this holds
true as well, with complete strangers.)

Never invite a dead person to a non-diplomatic event.

Never "fear the unknown", but watch yer ass when the KNOWN shows up.

Never claim to "have the answers", but you can declare YOUR'S as
the ultimate question.

Never offer to "braid the hairs" on the back of a burly woman
named Bruno.

Never fear, your"duty to die" is but once required.

Never "stick around" if you don't "feel at home", (even if your ARE
home.)

Never even get all "enthused" AND "stick around" just because
someone causually says, "What's the hurry?, stick around."

Never expect "impending joy" when the obnoxious begin to agree with you.

Never, at a semi-swank "dinner party", allow them to seat you next
to a person who might actually eat their parsley.

Never confuse "reading a lot" with "knowing a lot", (or even an
"empty lot.)

Never ever bother trying to "pass off" your tuba as "carry on baggage."

Never, while explaining the details of a crime to a petite, kosher
detective, mistakenly say "circumcision^'for "circumstances."


